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Living organisms create, copy, and make use of information, the content depending on the level of organization. In
cells, a network of signal chain proteins regulates gene expression and other cell functions. Incoming information
is encoded through signal reception, processed by the network, and decoded by the synthesis of new gene products
and other biological functions. Signaling proteins represent nodes, and signal transmission proceeds via allosteric
binding, chemical and structuralmodifications, synthesis, sequestering, and degradation. The induction of the gene
caudal type homeobox 2 (CDX2) in the mammalian preimplantation embryo is outlined as a demonstration of this
concept. CDX2 is involved in the decision of cells to enter the trophoblast lineage. Two signal chains are coordinated
into an information processing model with the help of logic gates. The model introduces a formal structure that
incorporates experimental andmorphological data. Above the cell level, informationflow relates to tissue formation
and functioning, and whole cells play the role of network nodes. This is described for the anatomical patterning of
bone with implications for bone formation and homeostasis. The information usage in cells and tissues is set into
a context of the nervous system and the interaction of human individuals in societies, both established scenes of
information processing.
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Introduction

The impact of information processing on cellu-
lar regulation has been appreciated, and possi-
ble biology-based systems of information process-
ing have been brought to our attention.1 Living
beings differ from inanimate nature by their usage
of information flow;2 and the regulated usage of
genetic information is central to their develop-
ment, maintenance, and propagation.3 All biomass
is synthesized and assembled by information-
dependent mechanisms.2 If biological data are pre-
sented around the information flow, certain func-
tional aspects may be visualized in a new way.

[Correction added on May 31, 2021 after online publi-
cation: The affiliation for the author Tilmann Wurtz was
corrected.]

For the analysis of the central nervous sys-
tem, the data processing role is the main theme,
and also interhuman interactions have frequently
been described in relation to information process-
ing, for example, in The World Braina by H.G.
Wells, The Global Brainb by P. Russell, or Collective
Intelligence.4 Concerning the lower level of biolog-
ical organization, the individual cell and the coor-
dination of cells in the development and mainte-
nance of tissues, information flow attracts relatively
little attention,2,3,5 the main focus of research being
on the identification of components and the anal-
ysis of their interactions in a linear way. This arti-
cle presents a gene regulation event to illustrate
the informational context of intracellular processes

ahttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Brain
bhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_brain
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and the development of anatomical structures as an
example of cell communication. Reference is made
to electronic information technology since data
processing of conventional computers is formalized
and well understood. Although living systems fol-
low mechanisms of data processing that are mostly
unknown, this comparison can help gain insight
into biological mechanisms.

The cell as a computation machine

Communication of computers with the user occurs
via screen, printer, keyboard, mouse, microphones,
and scanners. Incoming signals are translated into
binary code because this allows to perform auto-
matic calculations by electric signals according to
Boole’s algebra. Data processing is executed in inte-
grated circuits of the motherboard. Integrated cir-
cuits contain millions of transistors that act as
switches. They are assembled in the form of logic
(Boolean) gates, structures that transmit data, fil-
ter data propagation, or combine signals. Logic
gates and storage elements process data according to
stored instructions (programs). A hierarchy of net-
working can be perceived: transistors are nodes in
logic gates, logic gates are nodes in integrated cir-
cuits, and integrated circuits are nodes in the moth-
erboard. Data are propagated between nodes, and
the propagation of data is influenced by other nodes.
The processing sequence is programmable, and the
outcome is decoded and displayed or stored. The
computing process depends on storagemedia, often
a hard disk or a solid-state disk for long-term storage
and random-access memory (RAM) for immediate
access. Depending on the program in use, a given
input signal will elicit different output results. This
description is valid for classical information tech-
nology. Self-learning neural networks may some-
times organize operations in unknown ways.c
Living cells also receive signals, encode, and pro-

cess information, and decode and display responses.
Signal reception occurs at the outer cell mem-
brane, while processing is performed inside the
cell. Responses are the synthesis and secretion of
new macromolecules, which are incorporated or
exported, thereby influencing cell properties and,
in some cases leading to suicide (e.g., apoptosis).
Processing responses change the cell itself; there

chttp://neuralnetworksanddeeplearning.com/

is no distinction between hardware and software.
In fact, any given cell is the product of informa-
tion processing and synthetic events of its ances-
tors. The cell’s information content is represented
by its components and their structural arrangement,
for example, the 3D folding of protein chains. Cells
also contain genetic information in the form of
the sequences of DNA and RNA molecules. Genes
encode protein sequences, and proteins serve as
building blocks of cellular and extracellular struc-
tures, as enzymes that catalyze biological processes,
or as regulatory elements. Taken together, the cell
embodies information that is at the base of further
reception and processing of signals. New signals
alter the information content as well as the physical
appearance of cells.
Most signals are received at the cell membrane, a

lipid layer surrounding the cell body. This layer con-
tains receptor proteins that specifically recognize
different cues: cell membrane proteins of neigh-
boring cells, such as integrins, selectins, cadherins,
Wnt proteins, extracellular matrix (ECM) compo-
nents (collagen and others), and diffusible regula-
tory effectors (growth factors, hormones, vitamins,
interferons, interleukins, and cytokines). Receptors,
when binding to their targets, trigger chains of reac-
tions inside the cell that propagate signals into the
cell nucleus toward the regulation of genes and
the management of cell’s long-termmemory. Signal
chains operate by chemical modification (phospho-
rylation) and allosteric protein binding, both direct-
ing the folding of protein chains in three dimen-
sions. Thereby, the surface of protein molecules is
modulated, and their biological activity is altered.
Enhancement of signal strength may be achieved
if an enzyme is activated, which generates a sec-
ond messenger like cAMP, or if the influx of Ca2+
is triggered by opening membrane channels.5 Pro-
teins that constitute the signal chain interact with
each other in a sequential way. Signals are passed
from one protein molecule to the next, and signal
propagation occurs if an element is in an active state.
It is possible that activation needs more than one
step, but signal transmission is in its essence binary
(1 or 0).2,5 This article focuses on gene regulation;
there are other regulatory pathways of signal prop-
agation that concern metabolism, membrane func-
tions, translation, and so on.5

The combined intracellular signal chains rep-
resent a functional entity for cells. Their biolog-
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ical role is information processing by organizing
the information flow between signal reception and
gene regulation—the “organelle” that corresponds
to themotherboard of the computer. This argument
resides on two lines of evidence outlined below.
First, the signal is propagated in a coded form in
relation to the extracellular situation since signal
propagation inside and outside involves different
actors. At reception, incoming signals are coded
into an intracellular language. Second, components
of many signal chains are interconnected and rep-
resent molecular switches. Since the code is binary
(active or inactive), components may be assembled
into logic gates, where information is processed, and
decisions are made.
A network mediation between signal reception

and gene regulation is an asset for the cell’s infor-
mationmanagement. If external signals, stimulating
or repressing gene expression, would address their
target genes directly, a multitude of genes would
be influenced by different signals. Many messen-
ger molecules would be needed, and contradictory
information would prevail at the gene level. By con-
trast, the network, or processing unit, summarizes
and coordinates all incoming signals. Concerning
its biochemical structure, multicomponent com-
plexes (signalosomes) at the signal reception and
gene regulation sites were identified,6 and signal-
ing complexes in-between where components are
organized by scaffolding proteins.5,6 The operative
program of this processing unit is constituted by its
composition because this decides how signals are
propagated. Components are the set of receptors
that are displayed, the numerous genetic and splic-
ing variants of all interactive factors,5 and the ele-
ments of gene regulation sites (see below).
Formation and interaction of signalosomes

may involve liquid–liquid phase separations with
effects on the interaction kinetics.6 The interac-
tion between components follows nonequilibrium
dynamics, observed in several model systems.7 The
composition of signalosomes is cell type–specific
and will change during a signaling process. Many
copies of each signal chain component exist in
each cell, part of them being nonbound and others
engaged in different interactions.6 On the other
hand, logic gates are individual structures with a
distinct signal–effect relationship. Therefore, the
mapping of protein species to specific logic gates is
difficult. The gene regulation site might promise a

technical simplification since a diploid cell contains
only two copies of most genes, and the direct effect,
RNA production, is explicit.
Since the cell membrane contains many differ-

ent receptors, many signal chains are active at the
same time. Further diffusible effectors interact; for
example, steroid hormones and secondmessengers.
The same holds for NOTCH signaling, where a
receptor fragment, NOTCH1 intracellular domain
(NICD), represents the signal. All those pathways
interact with each other,8 which means that sig-
nal chains may be blocked or stimulated by com-
ponents of other signal chains. These are referred
to as crosstalk between signal chains, and their
components have been interpreted as nodes in a
network,9,10 analogous to transistors in the inte-
grated circuits of a computer. Thus, any protein
component that receives a signal from at least two
sides, for example, by dimerization, phosphoryla-
tion, and association with allosteric effectors, may
be part of a logic gate, whose nature depends on the
specific effects of the activity. The notion that infor-
mation is processed suggests that signal chain com-
ponents do, in fact, interact in this way. It should
be noted that interactions between many elements
occur simultaneously, whereas, in classical comput-
ers, any processing unit (core) performs only one
operation at any time point.
In the described view, extracellular information

is encoded via cell receptors and is propagated in a
coded form by intracellular reactions. Those reac-
tions regulate the usage of genetic material and
organize cell growth and division. Information is
activated, or active information is silenced, accord-
ing to the cells’ history and multiple signals the cell
receives. Decoding occurs when new components
are synthesized and delivered to the extracellular
space, displayed at the cell surface, or integrated
into the machinery of the cell. New gene prod-
ucts serve as cues to inform other cells, building
blocks for biological structures, or enzymes catalyz-
ing metabolic processes. The cell membrane rep-
resents not only an interface but also a barrier for
the diffusion of effectors. Each cell synthesizes its
own signal chain proteins, whose composition may
vary between cells. Therefore, single cells may con-
tain specific architectures of logic gates and process
information in a different way than other cells. In
other words, the signal chain network of a particu-
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lar cell constitutes the program according to which
incoming information is processed.
Every cell of an organism contains the

same genetic information in the form of DNA
provided by its parents. The cell uses this infor-
mation selectively, dependent on the cell type. For
example, a liver cell uses a certain information
subset, different from that of neuronal, muscle, or
bone-producing cells. Regulation of this memory
usage depends on incoming signals, their propaga-
tion, and on-target elements associated with genes.
Selected DNA sequences are copied into working
molecules, messenger RNA (mRNA), correspond-
ing to RAM of the computer. mRNA is transported
into the cytoplasm and translated into a protein.
Taking the cell as analogous to a computer, cell type
corresponds to the program that is executed, and
cell differentiation corresponds to program switch-
ing. However, the cellular processing machine does
not write new information into long-term genetic
memory. With a few exceptions, information flow
is unidirectional.
In cancer research, receptors and elements of sig-

nal chains that are misexpressed and/or mutated
vis-à-vis the ordinary component have been asso-
ciated with disease.11,12 These observations under-
score the biological significance of the signal chain
network in cell regulation. In tumorigenic cells, the
normal process of signaling is altered, resulting in
a corrupted regulation of cell growth and differen-
tiation. To be able to grow, tumor cells not only
evade cell cycle regulation and escape immunolog-
ical defense mechanisms but also attract blood ves-
sels for nutrient and oxygen supply. Tumorigenic
cells function in a quasi-tissue context.

A logic gate in embryonic development

Crosstalk between signal chains may involve sig-
nal reception, propagation, stability of components,
and the effect on gene regulation.13 To strengthen
the interpretation of crosstalk as communication
by logic gates, a cell differentiation event—the
appearance of a new cell type—is outlined. In the
mammalian preimplantation embryo, cells develop
either into the trophectoderm (TE) line, ending as
the components of the placenta, or alternatively,
into the inner cell mass (ICM) line, leading to all
tissues of the embryo proper.14,15 The fertilized egg
cell, surrounded by the zona pellucida, first divides
three times, yielding eight cells (blastomeres) while

still inside the zona pellucida. These cells, dis-
cernible as morphological entities, undergo con-
traction. Cells stick closer to each other through
adherens junctions, whereby the visible boundaries
fade. During this process, cells establish a polarity:
the inner part of each cell body is in contact with
other cells, and the outer part facing the zona pel-
lucida has no cell contacts. Cell contacts are medi-
ated by E-cadherin, a homophilic protein of the
cell membrane, which takes part in adherens junc-
tions. Cell regions without attachment to neighbor-
ing cells contain microvilli, protrusions of the outer
membrane that contain abundant actin filaments.
Further cell divisions may occur along the polar-

ization axis, giving rise to two polarized daugh-
ter cells (symmetric division). Alternatively, divi-
sions perpendicular to the polarization axis give rise
to one polarized cell and one cell situated in the
interior of the cell cluster (asymmetric division).
This inner cell maintains contact with other cells
around the entire surface. It is nonpolarized and
takes the ICM route. The geometry of symmetric
cell divisions may be guided by cadherin molecules
of adherens junctions, which determine the posi-
tioning of the mitotic spindle.16 Internalization of
cells was proposed to be driven by their relative
contractility.17 Oblique division planes, giving rise
to partially polarized cells, have not been described.
The differences in cell polarization and position-

ing send signals to gene regulation. Genes that con-
solidate differences and lead to further development
are activated. Among those, CDX2 is induced in TE
cells but not in ICM cells. One of the mediators is
angiomotin (AMOT), a component of signal chains.
It is present both in polarized and nonpolarized cells
but distributed differently. If activated by phospho-
rylation, it activates other proteins. AMOT also has
a binding affinity to actin; if sequestered by actin, it
is not available for phosphorylation. Polarized cells
contain AMOT in a sequestered form in cell surface
regions, where actin is concentrated. In nonpolar-
ized cells, AMOT is not sequestered and thus acces-
sible to activation. The ensuing signal flow inacti-
vates the cascade protein yes-associated protein 1
(YAP). Active YAP is a necessary coactivator of TEA
domain transcription factor 4 (TEAD4) to induce
trophoblast-specific expression of CDX2. Inactive
YAP does not allow CDX2 induction, and differ-
entiation toward a trophoblast cell type is blocked.
Thus, polarized cells contain active YAP, necessary
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for CDX2 expression, and nonpolarized cells do
not. CDX2 initiates further regulative events in the
TE differentiation route. The elimination of CDX2
RNA terminates development later, at hatching and
implantation, associated with the functional aspects
of TE cells.18

CDX2 expression also depends on input from
NOTCH signaling.19,20 The level of NOTCH
expression is correlated with the position of the
respective cell in the embryo, and it is higher in the
outer prospective TE cells than in the inner cells.21
Different from AMOT, its distribution is nonpolar.
The mechanism that influences NOTCH levels is at
present unknown;21 profilation by lateral inhibition
may be part of it.20 NICD, the NOTCH signal
(see the section above “The cell as a computation
machine”), is released upon ligand binding and
targets recombination signal–binding protein for
immunoglobulin kappa J region (RBPJ), a factor
in the cell nucleus that triggers CDX2 expression.
As outlined below, both cell polarity sensing YAP
and position sensing NICD contribute to CDX2
induction. The information/technical term for this
situation is the logic AND gate (Fig. 1). In an AND
gate, both input signals must be positive to elicit a
positive output signal. Any other value gives a zero
output. To determine the cell fate in the [>8-cell]
embryo, YAP may either be active (A = 1) or inac-
tive (A = 0), and NOTCH levels may be elevated
(B = 1) or low (B = 0).

AND1 statement
input polarity = variable YAP
YAP active = 1, inactive = 0
input position = variable NICD
NICD high = 1, low = 0

AND1 gate
if YAP = 1, NICD = 1 C = 1: CDX2 expression possible
if YAP = 0, NICD = 1 C = 0: CDX2 not expressed
if YAP = 1, NICD = 0 C = 0: CDX2 not expressed
if YAP = 0, NICD = 0 C = 0: CDX2 not expressed

The physical manifestation of the AND gate
is the TE enhancer of CDX2, a regulatory DNA
sequence upstream of the transcription start site,
which includes bound TEAD4 and RBPJ proteins,
the receptors for YAP and NICD (Fig. 1).
NOTCH signaling had earlier been refuted as

a factor mediating the TE/ICM decision because
KO-mice without RBPJ, the target and transcrip-
tional effector of NOTCH signaling, developed nor-

Figure 1. The signal flow through two logic AND gates in
the trophectoderm enhancer of CDX2. Prospective trophoblast
cells in the>8-cell embryo contain nuclear targets TEAD4 and
RBPJ as part of the AND1 gate. Association of signal chain fac-
tors YAP and NICT as the gate input triggers the output C= 1.
The ensuing AND2 gate induces transcription of CDX2, if the
gate input C = 1 and SBNO1 = 1. Any zero-input, YAP = 0,
NICT = 0, or SBNO1 = 0, will not lead to CDX2 induction.

mally to midgestation, far beyond implantation.22
NOTCH signaling would, therefore, be dismissi-
ble. If the enhancer constitutes the AND gate in
the wild-type situation, with RBPJ as an essential
component, this AND gate would be eliminated
in RBPJ-null mutants. If TEAD4 is still active, the
AND gate is replaced by a buffer gate, with an out-
put value identical to the input value (Fig. 2). In
this way, the YAP signal suffices to trigger CDX2.
CDX2 expression in the absence of RBPJ may even
be favored if RBPJ, associated with no or other lig-
ands than NICD, acts as a repressor (OFF without
NICD and ON if NICD is bound). Such a repres-
sor function of RBPJ has been observed, although
in a different context.23 Also, for TEAD4, a repres-
sive role in transcription was suggested.24 In the
meantime, NOTCH signaling as an effector has
regained appreciation because NOTCH can rescue
CDX2 expression in TEAD4-deficient TE cells in an
artificial reporter construct.19 NOTCH/RBPJ res-

Figure 2. The signal flow through a genetically modified tro-
phectoderm enhancer of CDX2. As in Figure 1, but RBPJ, the
target for NICD, is experimentally removed, so that AND1 is
abolished and replaced by a buffer gate. The NICD signal is
irrelevant. In the mirror experiment, the removal of TEAD4,
the NICD signal suffices to induce CDX2.
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Figure 3. The signal flow through an alternative trophecto-
derm enhancer structure of CDX2. As in Figure 1, but the
AND1 is replaced by an OR gate, describing redundant regu-
lation of CDX2. Either YAP = 1 or NICD = 1 yield C = 1 and
induce CDX2 with SBNO1 = 1. The OR gate model is refuted,
because it does not account for nonpolarized peripheral cells in
the 16-cell embryo.

cue does not work at the genome level,25 suggesting
further so far unknown functions of TEAD4 in a
chromatin context. In sum, the test for NOTCH sig-
naling by deleting RBPJ was inconclusive.
The parallel induction of CDX2 by NOTCH and

YAP signaling has been understood as redundant
regulation, providing robustness to an important
biological event.26 In logic gate terminology, redun-
dancy corresponds to the OR gate: at least one
of the two input signals elicits a positive output
(Fig. 3). The expected outcome of elimination of
either inducer would be similar to the scenario
described above. However, an additional observa-
tion suggests that the AND gate is preferable: dur-
ing the 16-cell stage, single cells were observed in
about 50% of the embryos, which were positioned
at the periphery of the embryo but not polarized
with respect to AMOT. Most of those cells ended in
the ICM.15 This finding indicates an important sig-
nal from polarization; it is at odds with redundant
regulation or an OR-gate scenario in which periph-
eral cells are expected to express CDX2 regardless of
their polarization. The AND gate model accounts
for these cells and formulates an explanation for
their behavior: if either the position or polariza-
tion signal is missing, CDX2 is not induced, and the
cell integrates into the ICM (Fig. 1). A minority of
these cells did enter the TE, but those had polarized
slowly.15 The latter observation indicated a cooper-
ative action of YAP and NICD;15,20,27 however, the
missing phenotype of the RBPJ-null mutant (abol-
ished NICD signaling) remained unexplained.
Taken together, if a cell is polarized and posi-

tioned at the periphery, it activates CDX2 and devel-
ops into a TE cell; any other cell takes the ICM route.

Models proposing straight cooperation of YAP and
NICD for CDX2 induction do not account for the
missing phenotype of the RBPJ-nullmutant because
this cooperation requires NOTCH signaling. On
the other hand, models proposing YAP or NICD as
alternatives for CDX2 induction provide no expla-
nation for peripheral cells with an ICM fate. The
gatemodel accounts for both observations: YAP and
NICD cooperate in the wild-type situation, that is,
where both signal targets are present, as the AND
gate. In the absence of RBPJ, the AND gate becomes
a buffer gate, and cooperation is set aside.
In addition to the described factors, the ubiq-

uitous chromatin component, strawberry NOTCH
homolog 1 (SBNO1), was shown as necessary
for CDX2 expression.27 It directly interacts with
YAP/TEAD4 and RBPJ/NICT, and it can bind
to both DNA and histones, proteins that orga-
nize DNA structure. Embryos without SBNO1 do
not develop a blastocoel and die before implanta-
tion, suggesting that the absence of SBNO1 also
affects functions other than acting as the CDX2
enhancer.27 Concerning CDX2, it is here assumed
that SBNO1 acts downstream of YAP and NICT
because the absence of SBNO1 does not interfere
with the localization of these factors.27 It is also
assumed that SBNO1 is a variable component of
the TE enhancer that may be present (active) or
absent (inactive). With these premises, a further
AND gate (AND2) may be invoked downstream of
the one described before. One input is SBNO1, and
the other one is the output of the RBPJ/TEAD4 gate
(Figs. 1–3). The tentative role of SBNO1 would be
to influence the level of CDX2 transcription, that is,
the frequency by which RNA polymerase initiates
and/or pauses.

AND2 statement
input = variable SBNO1
SBNO1 present = 1, absent = 0
input = variable C
from AND1; C = 1 or C = 0

AND2 gate
if C = 1, SBNO1 = 1 CDX2 expressed
if C = 1, SBNO1 = 0 CDX2 not expressed
if C = 0, SBNO1 = 1 CDX2 not expressed
if C = 0, SBNO1 = 0 CDX2 not expressed

The model discussed here proposes that
logic gates can provide a formal explication of
experimental results with two interacting signal
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chains, in particular the missing phenotype of RBPJ
mutants and the ICM fate of surface-positioned
cells. An experimental approach to further dis-
tinguish between a redundant CDX2 regulation
and the AND1 gate is suggested from Figures 1
and 3: the abolition of either YAP or NICD during
embryo contraction would arrest CDX2 expression
only if the AND gate model is valid. In the case of
redundant regulation, both effectors would have to
be suppressed to yield the same effect. Concerning
the analysis of the behavior and differentiation of
cells in general, logic gates offer an approach that
integrates different signaling routes in a formal sys-
tem. Its focus is on networking, which is the most
probable way decisions are made in cells. However,
conceiving signaling components like logic gates
requires that most involved factors are already
known, and that the information flow follows a
binary mode.
The logic gates in Figure 1 are only a small part of

decision making of the early embryo cell to either
become a trophoblast or an ICM cell. There are
other factors regulating CDX2 expression and sev-
eral proteins except for CDX2 that are essential for
the TE phenotype. In addition, there are several
factors that are specific to ICM cells. Extrapolating
from CDX2, many logic gates are suggested to initi-
ate and regulate transcription of these genes, that is,
the decision of a cell to take one of the two possible
routes.

Information flow in a tissue

Cell differentiation is initiated by signals that prime
cells to alter the use of genetic information. This is
achieved both by direct contacts and diffusible fac-
tors and their concentration gradients.28,29 By con-
sequence, the pattern of proteins is changed and,
therefore, cell properties. If the expression of signal
chain proteins is affected, future signal interpreta-
tion will be changed, too. The appearance of tissue-
specific cell properties is preceded by the appear-
ance of anatomic patterns—anatomical structures
are recognizable before tissue-typical functions are
established. Proteins containing homeodomains as
DNA-binding sites, homeoproteins, take part in
anatomic patterning; cells in different anatomical
locations differ in their homeoprotein composi-
tion. For example, in preimplantation embryos, the
expression of homeoprotein CDX2 is specific to tro-
phoblast cells, and ICM cells do not express it (see

above). Homeoproteins are regulators that modu-
late the expression of other genes in two ways. First,
they can bind to specific DNA sequences, be part of
the local chromatin landscape, and thus modulate
the accessibility of genes for other factors. Second,
if not bound, they may interact as pioneer factors
with chromatin and open entry sites.30 A selective
expression of homeoproteins is part of cell differ-
entiation; it influences gene expression, interactions
with other cells, and tissue patterning.31 Cells that
enter new environments integrate by communica-
tion with their new neighbors.32
A well-analyzed formation of an anatomic pat-

tern concerns the early development of flies.33,34
Patterning initiates with the action of the mor-
phogenic homeoprotein BICOID and involves
a complex array of repressor molecules and a
dynamic interplay of many components.34 In the
first developmental phase, the egg’s nucleus mul-
tiplies to give a homogenous population of about
1000 nuclei. Cell walls are not formed at this stage,
and the nuclei migrate to the periphery of the
elongated embryo, which still maintains the shape
of an egg. In the anterior part, BICOID is produced
from maternal RNA. As a consequence of diffu-
sion and turnover, BICOID forms a concentration
gradient with high concentration at the anterior
end and low concentration at the posterior end.
The anterior end will develop the head, and the
posterior pole will develop caudal structures. The
middle part of the embryo will later give rise to
body segments. BICOID induces 66 target genes,
whose expression contributes to the development
of head structures and for body segmentation.
Activation of different target genes occurs along
the body axis in accordance with the local BICOID
concentration. A recent model describes how this
is achieved:33 all DNA in cell nuclei is packaged
more or less tightly into chromatin structures as
a complex with histones and other proteins, and
the mode of packaging is gene specific. It consti-
tutes epigenetic information and is implemented
before the BICOID gradient comes into action.
In order to allow transcription, DNA packaging
has to be partially relieved. Except for its role as
a transcription factor, BICOID has the capacity
to open chromatin structures so that they become
accessible for the transcription apparatus. BICOID’s
target genes have been grouped according to their
sensitivity for BICOID activation. Target genes that
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need high BICOID concentrations become active
at the anterior pole only, and target genes that are
easier accessible become active elsewhere, too.33
A cascade of gene inductions follows due to cell
communications, leading to an anatomical struc-
turing of the fly body. Initiated by the effect of
BICOID on chromatin, the homogenous popu-
lation of cell nuclei becomes differentiated, and
different embryo regions transcribe different genes.
Thus, the primarily analogous BICOID gradient
results in yes/no responses in embryonal domains,
that is, the gradient is interpreted in a binary
fashion. This makes sense because the BICOID-
sensing system is part of the intracellular processing
described above, where signals are propagated in
the binary mode. It might be possible to formulate
gene activation by BICOID as a sequence of logic
gates; however, the elements that make chromatin
structures gene-specific, as well as the mechanisms
of packaging and unpackaging, are still not clear.
Anatomic patterns are the basis for later devel-

opment, which may be illustrated by the formation
and maintenance of bone in mammals. The bone
matrix consists of collagen and minerals secreted
by osteoblasts, bone-forming cells. During devel-
opment, it is not sufficient that osteoblasts per-
form typical synthetic actions; this alone would
give rise to a nonordered bone callus. In order to
synthesize robust macro- and microstructures of
the skeleton, the activity of osteoblasts is depen-
dent on their anatomical sites,35 and the anatomy
of the bone is related to the local expression pat-
tern of homeoproteins.36,37 Bone growth is directed
by general factors like hormone and growth factor
stimulations and local factors that specify anatom-
ical fields, such as homeoproteins. The formation
of anatomical fields by homeoprotein patterns, fol-
lowed by building the skeleton, is understood as
intercellular networking with skeletal cells as nodes.
The network has an analogy in information tech-
nology, namely grid computing. In grids, computers
are nodes in a nonhierarchic collaborative network
that may form a virtual supercomputer. Specific
software—middleware—is used to run the grid.d
However, the location of the individual computers
in a grid is negligible for their activities, whereas the
location of cells in the bone is of pivotal importance

dhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grid_computing

for bone synthesis. The cell network is run by cell
communication involving the regulation of homeo-
protein expression.
Another functional task of the bone cell network

is the homeostasis of adult bone, by which the activ-
ities of building (osteoblasts) and degrading (osteo-
clasts) cells are coordinated. Bone tissue adapts per-
manently tomechanical stress by local synthesis and
removal of the bone matrix. Mechanical stress is
sensed via small deformations in the bonematrix by
osteocytes, cells that are distributed throughout the
bone tissue and connected by long protrusions.38,39
Osteocytes code mechanical signals into instruc-
tions for local osteoblasts and osteoclasts and into
the recruitment of precursor cells. The input sig-
nals are mechanical stress and anatomical posi-
tion, and the output reaction is apposition and/or
resorption of the bone matrix, which reinforces or
weakens the bone locally. Osteocytes respond to
mechanical stress by Ca++ spikes,40 and the com-
munication between osteocytes proceeds via gluta-
mate, a neurotransmitter. This suggests a signaling
code of membrane potential pulses and synapse-
like structures.41 In terms of computer grids, bone
cells correspond to computers, Ca++ spike gener-
ation corresponds to middleware, and bone appo-
sition and removal to the task to be performed.
The anatomical position may modulate cellular
responses mediated by the homeoprotein pattern.
Intercellular networks also coordinate tissue

repair. Tissue damage emits signals that trigger
repair reactions. For example, blood clots initiate a
sequence of events, where the differentiation state
of cells is altered, and new cells are in many cases
recruited to the lesion.42 These cells differentiate
and build the new ECM, with the aim that the orig-
inal tissue is reestablished.43,44

Neural tissues

The functional task of neural tissue is data transfer,
processing, and storage. The neuron as the dom-
inant cell type is the node in the tissue network.
Neurons have an anatomical identity because brain
functions can be mapped to anatomical locations.
Information enters neural tissue via sensory cells,
that is, neurons thatmay be stimulated by light, heat,
taste, or mechanical effects. Sensory cells encode
signals into reversible changes of their membrane
potential in the form of pulses (spikes) that are
fed into the neural network.45 Neurons in the gan-
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glia and brain receive such pulses and communicate
secondary pulses to neurons or other cells via
synapses, particularly cell attachment regions. In
the synapse, neurotransmitters (small molecules)
secreted from a spiking neuron induce an imme-
diate potential change in the receiver membrane.
A single neuron may embody up to 104 synapses.
Since neurons send out dendrites and axons, such
communication may occur in the axon range; in
humans, up to a 1-m distance. It is much faster
than communication by modulation of cell surface
determinants or humoral factors. If enough neurons
are thus connected, they create an information pro-
cessing system.46 Neural tissue is capable of storing
information (memory), which depends onmodula-
tions of synapse strengths.47,48 Any individual neu-
ron can receive and send spikes, but the pattern of
emission differs from that of reception. The input
depends on the strength and location of synapses,
representing stored information (memory). Output
spiking depends on an integration of both excita-
tory and inhibitory input spikes; the neuron may
thus be compared with a leaky electric capacitor.e
For some functions, neurons have been compared
with logic gates.46 However, a spiking decision, in
general, requires multiple bits of input information,
which suggests that many logic gates must con-
tribute to a cells’ decision making. In this case, the
neuron corresponds to a computing machine run-
ning a program rather than to a single logic gate. As
shown for the mouse brain, the population of neu-
rons is highly heterogenous.49,50 Neurons are, there-
fore, likely to run individual programs. The assem-
bly of neurons, that is, the neural tissue, may thus
be compared with a supercomputer made of 1011
grid computers in the case of the human brain. The
neuron’s program ismaterialized in the location and
quality of the synapses. It should be noted that the
signal code is not an impulse as such, but the fre-
quency of impulses and/or their precise timing.f

Neural systems mediate the organism’s commu-
nication with its surroundings. Simple effects of
this informational chain are avoidance responses.
Sophisticated reactions, observed among verte-
brates and mollusks, are deception of predators,

ehttps://neuronaldynamics.epfl.ch/online/index.html
f https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neural_coding

strategies to find prey and mating partners, behav-
ior interpreted as curiosity and collaborative hunt-
ing, and human speech. Neural systems have been
selected according to the demands that their carrier-
organisms are exposed to. Behavior qualified by us
as sophisticatedmay be observed in animals consid-
ered comparatively simple, for example, referential
gesture in hunting by fish51 or analytical capacities
in crows.52 Evolution has optimized a degree of flex-
ibility that corresponds to the organisms’ demands,
including their capability to learn. The neural sys-
temmanages the information flow between the car-
rier organism and the outer world.
Neurons develop from nonneuronal precursor

cells, and neural tissue executes all information pro-
cessing related to tissue growth and development
like all other tissues. It also feeds back information
to nonneural organs, both via synapses that stimu-
latemuscle cells and the humoral system and via the
pineal and pituitary glands. In sum, neurons unify
two systems of information processing: the devel-
opmental network based on biochemical contacts
(including diffusible effectors) and the network
communicating viamembrane potential pulses. The
two systems are interconnected. First, the mem-
brane potential network depends on the pattern of
synapses,53 which is provided by the developmental
network. Second, the survival of neurons depends
on their electrophysiological activity.54 Apoptosis of
neurons, executed by the developmental network, is
frequent during development.55

Information processing in communication
between human beings

The nervous system coordinates organs and reg-
ulates behavior of the entire organism, above the
level of cells and tissues. Still, there is another
outer processing system with individuals as nodes
that organizes human societies. It has been argued
repeatedly that human communication has char-
acteristics that allow and perform information
processing. In fact, network similarities between
brains and social structures have been described.
Similarities between social neighbor structures
and brain cell contacts are used to learn about
communication routes in the brain.56 Each individ-
ual experiences an information input in the form
of talking, speech, contracts, laws, patents, and
nonverbal communication. In the individual, this
information is subjected to previous experience
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and personal interest that was established before-
hand, analogous to a computer program. By
communication between individuals, the input
information may elicit an output with unforeseen
consequences. For example, the agricultural prize
regulation in the EU was intended in the 1950s to
facilitate life for European food producers. It had,
however, severe repercussions on EU policies ever
since, and important influences both on European
and developing countries, including migration
activities. In the view proposed here, “the system”
has processed the initial information and created
output results that were dependent not only on
the input information, that is, the implementation
of subsidizing rules, but also on other preexisting
interrelations in human communities. We have no
goodmodel of the information processing involved,
except that we know that information is coded into
a language, and decisions are usually graded and not
of a yes-no type. The high degree of sophistication
inmodern humans has shaped the information pro-
cessing system of its own right, superior to the indi-
vidual. Any relevant input will affect the life of not
only those who are directly concerned but also of
other humans as well as the living world in general.

Outlook

Electronic devices have been developed from elec-
tric switches (on-off) because of their capability
to perform Boolean operations. This system has
turned out as most versatile so that almost all infor-
mation technology today works by means of logic
gates and Boolean logic, the basic hardware con-
struction. Signal chains in cells are a product of evo-
lution. They operate by virtue of components that
are active or inactive, also suggesting that this com-
munication is binary. The coincidence in binary sig-
naling, necessary for Boolean logic, seems to be the
most efficient way to coordinate signals from dif-
ferent provenience into one processing unit. Cells
possess only one biochemical organization to store
genetic information and to make use of it. DNA,
RNA, histone proteins, and other components of
the gene expression apparatus are highly conserved
in all eukaryotes. On the other hand, there are
input signals of various biochemical nature that
need to address genetic information. In order to
obtain access to the cell’s genetic memory, those
external signals are coded into a single “genome-
owned” biochemical system. A different physical

basis between electronic and cellular information
processing notwithstanding, the results from the
section “A logic gate in embryo development” sug-
gest that further logic gates will be revealed in bio-
logical systems, and that biological interpretations
will profit from our skills in electronic program-
ming. The inclusion of artificial neural networks,
where graded signals may be handled both as input
and output, may extend this approach. The ways
by which logic gates are connected in self-learning
programs are often obscure, but methods are being
devised by which the data output is mapped to the
input, and rules are extracted according to which
the network arrives at its results.57,58 It seems proba-
ble that similar approaches will also help to describe
information processing in biological networks.
The access to networks having cells or human

individuals as nodes appears to be different. In bone,
the cooperation between cells seems to work sim-
ilarly to middleware. Boolean rules only apply to
the most basic intracellular information process-
ing, and cell coordination represents a higher-level
element. In neural tissues, information is transmit-
ted by qualitative aspects of spikes, timing, and
frequency. In addition, neurons integrate exciting
and inhibiting signals before propagating spikes.
This suggests that spike generation does not follow
Boolean rules, and alternatively, that our knowledge
is not sufficient to discern the basic steps of infor-
mation processing. Signal transfer in societiesworks
by acoustical or optical means or radiowaves, that
is, communications where direct physical contacts
between nodes are unnecessary. Also, here, infor-
mation transfer seems not to be restricted to the
binary mode.
Life developed from molecular interactions that

amplify and degrade macromolecules. The build-
ing plan of living cells, multicellular organisms, and
biological functions, such as photosynthesis and
metabolism, emerged during evolution. New infor-
mation was gained during this time by unexpected
events (e.g., mutations) provoked by chemical and
radiation damage of genetic material.g Precellular
assemblies, cells, tissues, organisms, and human
societies all have developed information processing.
Via their carriers, processing systems are subject to

ghttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entropy_(information_
theory)
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natural selection. Since eukaryotic cells have existed
for about 2 billion years, but human societies with
sophisticated communications for only 5000 years,
information processing in societies is in an early
stage of development. Human decision making is
notoriously error-prone if we compare it with the
functionality of cells.
Knowledge of logic connections in information

technology is far more advanced than in biological
research, where components essential for the reg-
ulation and construction of tissues still need to be
identified and characterized. On the other hand, all
biological processors, from the intracellular signal
chain network to human societies, handle multiple
processing events in parallel, unlike conventional
computers. The way cells proceed is unknown; pro-
cessing seems to be determined by the composition
of signal chain elements and their spatial coordi-
nation, both influencing the arrangement of logic
gates. It may in the future be possible to simulate
the cell’s processing system in a hardware descrip-
tion language, by which logic gate assemblies may
be altered.
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